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The natural world has always fascinated us, challenged us and captured our imagination. We seek 

knowledge and pleasure as well as reassurance and revelation from our environment, often altering or 

even transforming it in this process. It is many of the perilous changes to our environment that have 

become so concerning and that are pressing us to look ever more closely and urgently at our impact 

upon it. This inaugural collaborative exhibition, Germinating, growing, wilting, by Far North 

Queensland-based artists, Claudine Marzik and Tijn Meulendijks, reflects the current interest in and 

concern for the environment and its future and also, importantly, considers the wonder and poetry of 

the natural world.  

 

Marzik and Meulendijks, both born overseas, have established a long-term artistic relationship after 

seeing each other’s work and meeting in the context of an industry in which they have trained and 

worked. The discovery of kindred spirits and artistic similarities including their floral design training 

and European connections, have inspired them to work together on this exhibition and plan future 

collaborative projects. Working together on a prize-winning sculpture as well as an artist-in-residency 

at Trinity Bay State High School affirmed their ease and interest in working alongside each other. 

Their meeting has been a true coming together of artistic minds and aesthetic sensibilities: both 

respond to the other’s work with a deep knowledge of exactly the source of inspiration, the 

motivations and the use of materials. Both artists look to their close environment and north 

Queensland surroundings: the earth, rocks, landforms, plants and vegetation, including the minutiae 

of the landscape, the humble, the almost hidden and often overlooked. The simpatico between Marzik 

and Meulendijks has given a new impetus to both their individual and collaborative work. Based on 

this implicit trust and artistic understanding, the two artists also support each other’s independent art 

careers. 

 

The work of Marzik, an established, consummate and prominent painter, suggests the influence of 

many factors including her Swiss background, her floral design career and living in far north 

Queensland. The textures, colours and patina of her minimalist yet complex paintings reflect the 

milieu and layers of these influences and experiences. The contemplation of her Australian environs is 

imbued with her European context as well as deep-felt connectedness with the natural environment of 

both. Within this framework, with layer upon layer of paint on canvas, she works back through the 

subtle tones, hues and marks to find the sensual poetry of, for instance, vegetation on a forest floor. 

In Germinating, growing, wilting, Marzik has reached new levels in her refined and graceful sense of 

spatial relationships created by lines and slashes, fine and broad, revealing and concealing colours, 

which give structure and unity to what might appear, at first, random and spontaneous. The 

experience of viewing her work is immediately a sensory one: we are drawn into the canvas as we 

discover the flash of orange-red in a field of pale creamy yellow or a surprising dark line that whips at 

a diagonal angle across the surface. We feel enlivened by this view of the natural world. The works 

are suggestive, evocative and energetic. Marzik coalesces the harmonies, discords, traces and spirit of 

the landscape. Paradoxes emerge and, so too, tensions arise and disappear again. For instance, the 

black marks of oil crayon and thick acrylic paint, sanded back, criss-crosses the canvas in a structured 

yet, at the same time, apparently random manner, controlled yet expressive, strong yet fragile, and 

substantial yet delicate. Thoughts and questions are posed: Is that a horizon? Are these fallen twigs 

crackling underfoot? Is this the pink blush of the sunset reflecting on the rocks? When did fire come 

across this land? 

 



In much the same way, such questions arise in Meulendijks’ work. Indeed, his thoughts are in the 

materials he uses: he thinks with his natural materials finding both the media and concept of his 

works within the material. Meulendijks, an installation artist, began his career in his birth place, The 

Netherlands. Combining Masters training in floral design and a lifelong interest in botany, his work 

crosses countries and also, significantly, the boundaries of contemporary art and natural sciences. 

This symbiosis of the close analytical observation of a botanist and the sensitive aesthetic 

perceptiveness of an artist creates works of particular subtlety and elegance. The realisation of such 

work is achieved with the artist’s high level of dexterity and ability in constructing natural materials 

into new forms while at the same time preserving the integrity of the original material. We see and 

feel the presence of nature and the natural world in his work. The veracity of the material is always 

manifest and uncompromised. Standing before Meulendijks’ works is akin to the awe, curiosity and, 

indeed, aesthetic pleasure that we might experience within a natural environment – the rainforest, the 

sclerophyll bush, the river bank or the ocean shore. We too are discovering the world of nature with 

the artist and encountering the fragile but durable structures, shapes, textures, colours and even 

aromas. 

 

Meulendijks and Marzik are on an exploratory journey into the natural world. They find nature as it is. 

They present an experience of the natural world and a contemplation of nature. Underlying this 

reflection is a deep knowledge of plants and an understanding of the phases of germination, growth 

and dying but so too the impermanence and, conversely, the resilience of nature. Marzik and 

Meulendijks burrow beneath the surface appearance of the natural world bringing to light internal and 

inherent qualities. The artists are sensitive to the innate structures and forms of nature but also to its 

chaotic and haphazard qualities. Significantly, they are acute to the poetry and aesthetics of nature: 

their work is like being in and of nature. The essence of nature is conveyed without frills or frippery. 

 

The artists’ uncertainties about being on the right path in their collaborative ventures can surely be 

dispelled. While, indeed, there is a rightness and pertinent cohesiveness between their bodies of work, 

there are differences which establish creative tension and dynamics between the works and which 

play off each other. Apart from the evident dissimilarities of material and support – the paint and 

canvas of Marzik and the natural material of Meulendijks – we can distinguish the passionate 

collector/observer/artist alongside the accomplished colourist/abstractionist/artist. Importantly, 

however, the illuminating and sensory perspective of Marzik and Meulendijks enable us to see and 

cherish our natural world anew.  
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